
 
6 Conclusion

This paper proposes two complementary approaches, the AR-sieve bootstrap and the

VAR-sieve bootstrap, to estimate bootstrap critical values for GMM estimator of time

series data. Unlike the block bootstrap, the AR-sieve bootstrap and the VAR-sieve

bootstrap, are in essence parametric, and can be easily conducted by the researchers.

Although the block bootstrap is robust against nonlinear model and misspecified

model, the accuracy of the block bootstrap critical values is sensitive to the choice of

block length. To date, choosing the optimal block length for unknown data generating

process is still difficult to handle.

In this paper, we design a simple linear model to evaluate the accuracy of asymp-

totic and three types of bootstrap critical values. For small sample sizes, T = 27

and T = 64, performances of all the block bootstrap tests, the AR-sieve bootstrap

tests, and the VAR-sieve bootstrap tests are better than those of the asymptotic

tests. However, when the sample size increases, the accuracy of block bootstrap criti-

cal values remains the same, while the critical values of the asymptotic tests and two

types of the sieve bootstrap tests are much closer to the nominal rejection probability.

Overall, the performances of the AR-sieve bootstrap and the VAR-sieve bootstrap are

satisfactory in most of the Monte Carlo experiments. Therefore, we conclude that

the performances of these two types of sieve bootstrap are comparable to those of the

block bootstrap. Furthermore, unlike the block bootstrap, the AR-sieve bootstrap

and the VAR-sieve bootstrap are less sensitive to the choice of lag length.
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Since we use a fixed block length in our Monte Carlo experiments, perhaps it is the

reason for the unsatisfactory performances of the block bootstrap when the sample

size T = 125. Hence, we suggest that it may be helpful to develop a data-based

method to choose the optimal block lengths and the results found in this current

study can be extended to the nonlinear model for GMM estimators.
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